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The End of Accounting and the Path Forward for Investors and Managers
An innovative new valuation framework with truly useful economic indicators The End of
Accounting and the Path Forward for Investors and Managers shows how the ubiquitous
financial reports have become useless in capital market decisions and lays out an actionable
alternative. Based on a comprehensive, large-sample empirical analysis, this book reports
financial documents' continuous deterioration in relevance to investors' decisions. An
enlightening discussion details the reasons why accounting is losing relevance in today's
market, backed by numerous examples with real-world impact. Beyond simply identifying the
problem, this report offers a solution—the Value Creation Report—and demonstrates its utility
in key industries. New indicators focus on strategy and execution to identify and evaluate a
company's true value-creating resources for a more up-to-date approach to critical investment
decision-making. While entire industries have come to rely on financial reports for vital
information, these documents are flawed and insufficient when it comes to the way investors
and lenders work in the current economic climate. This book demonstrates an alternative,
giving you a new framework for more informed decision making. Discover a new,
comprehensive system of economic indicators Focus on strategic, value-creating resources in
company valuation Learn how traditional financial documents are quickly losing their utility Find
a path forward with actionable, up-to-date information Major corporate decisions, such as
restructuring and M&A, are predicated on financial indicators of profitability and asset/liabilities
values. These documents move mountains, so what happens if they're based on faulty
indicators that fail to show the true value of the company? The End of Accounting and the Path
Forward for Investors and Managers shows you the reality and offers a new blueprint for more
accurate valuation.

Principles of Accounting Volume 1 - Financial Accounting
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Petroleum Production Systems, Second Edition, is the comprehensive source for clear and
fundamental methods for about modern petroleum production engineering practice. Written by
four leading experts, it thoroughly introduces modern principles of petroleum production
systems design and operation, fully considering the combined behavior of reservoirs, surface
equipment, pipeline systems, and storage facilities. Long considered the definitive text for
production engineers, this edition adds extensive new coverage of hydraulic fracturing, with
emphasis on well productivity optimization. It presents new chapters on horizontal wells and
well performance evaluation, including production data analysis and sand management. This
edition features: A structured approach spanning classical production engineering, well testing,
production logging, artificial lift, and matrix and hydraulic fracture stimulation; Revisions
throughout to reflect recent innovations and extensive feedback from both students and
colleagues; Detailed coverage of modern best practices and their rationales; Unconventional
oil and gas well design; Many new examples and problems; Detailed data sets for three
characteristic reservoir types: an undersaturated oil reservoir, a saturated oil reservoir, and a
gas reservoir.

Oil 101
This new edition covers many significant changes impacting the petroleum industry including
important updates such as current industry practice issues from a proprietary survey
conducted by the Institute of Petroleum Accounting, and practical guidance on new standards
of revenue recognition, joint arrangements, consolidated financial statements, and disclosure
of interests in other entities which are of critical importance to those involved or interested in
the petroleum industry.New chapters covering midstream operations, master limited
partnerships, and SEC considerations have been added. The updated text will also address
numerous operational issues that continue to evolve with the demand for capital, inherent
industry risks, and the impacts of product price fluctuation.

Oil, Gas, and Mining
In the arena of Parasitic-Aware Design of CMOS RF Circuits, efforts are aimed at the
realization of true single-chip radios with few, if any, off-chip components. Ironically, the onchip passive components required for RF integration pose miore serious challenges to SOC
integration than the active CMOS and BJT devices. This is not surprising since modern digital
IC designs are dominated as much, or more, by interconnectg characteristics than by active
device properties. In any event, the co-integration of active and passive devices in RFIC
design represents a serious design problem and an even more daunting manufacturing
challenge. If conventional mixed-signal design techniques are employed, parasitics associated
with passive elements (resistors, capacitors, inductors, transformers, pads, etc.) and the
package effectively de-tune RF circuits rendering them sub-optimal or virtually useless. Hence,
dealing with parasitics in an effective way as part of the design process is an essential
emerging methodology in modern SOC design. The parasitic-aware RF circuit synthesis
techinques described in this book effectively address this critical problem.

Applied Petroleum Geomechanics
"This book illustrates various aspects of accounting in international petroleum operations. The
authors discuss and illustrate international petroleum contracts and related contract accounting
issues that arise and contrast U.S. accounting standards with those of other countries which
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are likely to be applicable to companies operating in international settings. Also included are
discussions of petroleum tax regimes encountered around the world"--

Oil and Gas: Federal Income Taxation (2020)
The taxation of natural resources is one of the more complicated areas of the U.S. federal
income tax system. From the acquisition of the mineral rights, to the exploration and
development of the property, to the ultimate production of the mineral, there are unusual and
challenging tax aspects along every step of the way. Oil and Gas: Federal Income Taxation is
an invaluable single-source handbook for accounting, tax and legal practitioners concerned
with financial issues related to oil and gas industry tax law. Updated and revised by noted oil
and gas taxation authority and educator, Patrick A. Hennessee, Ph.D., CPA, and Sean P.
Hennessee, JD, this detailed reference is divided into six main sections: - Introduction to Oil
and Gas Taxation - Acquisition of Interests - The Exploration Period - The Production Period Dispositions - Other Areas The text begins with a discussion of the nature of oil and gas
reserves in order to gain a better understanding of the industry. The material following is
organized in a logical sequence of events which traces the normal industry pattern for
developing oil and gas reserves. Special features include: * A special ''Highlights of New
Developments'' section provides a convenient, at-a-glance summary of recent tax legislation,
case law, rulings, position papers, etc., as they relate to the oil and gas industry, and it tells
readers where in the volume they can find additional information on the specific topics. *
Reflects all the recent developments in place, including new legislation, regulations and case
law changes impacting this area since the previous edition published, allowing tax and legal
professionals to stay current on this highly specialized area of tax law. * Enables
understanding of the myriad technical aspects of oil and gas taxation by thoroughly discussing
the critical issues of: - economic interests - lease and purchase arrangements - royalties working or operating mineral interest - production payments - net profits arrangements geological and geophysical expenses - intangible drilling and development costs - sharing
arrangements and carried interests - depletion - gross income from property - taxable income
from property - unitizations - disposition of interests - nontaxable exchanges - losses and
abandonments - types of ownership - alternative minimum tax - nonconventional fuel credit depreciation - accounting methods - international provisions * Provides helpful strategy and
planning suggestions. * Includes a Topical Index to enable fast location of subjects of interest
and a detailed Table of Cases and Rulings Lists. * Provides references throughout the text
discussion to the corresponding Code and regulation sections, IRS rulings and court decisions
for further research.

Financial Statements
This book covers "how oil & gas is formed ; how to find commercial quantitites ; how to drill,
evaluate, and complete a well ; all the way through production and improved oil recovery." back cover.

Upstream Petroleum Fiscal and Valuation Modeling in Excel
Gas reservoir engineering is the branch of reservoir engineering that deals exclusively with
reservoirs of non-associated gas. The prime purpose of reservoir engineering is the
formulation of development and production plans that will result in maximum recovery for a
given set of economic, environmental and technical constraints. This is not a one-time activity
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but needs continual updating throughout the production life of a reservoir. The objective of this
book is to bring together the fundamentals of gas reservoir engineering in a coherent and
systematic manner. It is intended both for students who are new to the subject and
practitioners, who may use this book as a reference and refresher. Each chapter can be read
independently of the others and includes several, completely worked exercises. These
exercises are an integral part of the book; they not only illustrate the theory but also show how
to apply the theory to practical problems. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are concerned with the basic
physical properties of reservoirs and natural gas fluids, insofar as of relevance to gas reservoir
engineering. Chapter 5 deals with the volumetric estimation of hydrocarbon fluids in-place and
the recoverable hydrocarbon reserves of gas reservoirs. Chapter 6 presents the material
balance method, a classic method for the analysis of reservoir performance based on the Law
of Conservation of Mass. Chapters 7-10 discuss various aspects of the flow of natural gas in
the reservoir and the wellbore: single phase flow in porous and permeable media; gaswell
testing methods based on single-phase flow principles; the mechanics of gas flow in the
wellbore; the problem of water coning, the production of water along with the gas in gas
reservoirs with underlaying bottom water. Chapter 11 discusses natural depletion, the common
development option for dry and wet gas reservoirs. The development of gas-condensate
reservoirs by gas injection is treated in Chapter 12. Appendix A lists the commonly used units
in gas reservoir engineering, along with their conversion factors. Appendix B includes some
special physical and mathematical constants that are of particular interest in gas reservoir
engineering. Finally, Appendix C contains the physical properties of some common natural-gas
components.

Fundamentals of Oil & Gas Accounting
Please contact the authors at upstream.petroleum.in.excel@gmail.com for details of how to
access the trial version of Crystal Ball, as well as the Excel and other files which are *not* part
of the e-book version download. "This is a book no deal team should be without. It is a must for
those involved in upstream oil and gas transactions, planning, budgeting, investment appraisal
and portfolio management. Its step–by–step approach cuts through complexity, making it
comprehensive and understandable by a wide range of users with a wide range of abilities. It
can be used as a textbook, an introductory primer or as a handbook that you can dip in and out
of or read cover to cover." —Michael Lynch–Bell, Senior Advisor, Oil & Gas, Ernst & Young
LLP; ex-officio Chairman, UN Expert Group on Resource Classification In the upstream
petroleum industry, it is the value of post–tax cashflows which matters most to companies,
governments, investors, lenders, analysts, and advisors. Calculating these cashflows and
understanding their “behavior,” however, is challenging, as the industry’s specialized fiscal
systems can be complex, jargon–laden, and sometimes seem to be a “world of their own”.
Upstream Petroleum Fiscal and Valuation Modeling in Excel: A Worked Examples Approach
demystifies fiscal analysis which, unlike disciplines such as Earth sciences and engineering,
can be learned from a book. Written in plain English for laymen and for experienced
practitioners alike, it is a reader–friendly, clear, practical, step–by–step hands–on guide for both
reference and self–paced study. The book does not catalogue the 100+ different petroleum
fiscal regimes in use at the time of writing. Rather, drawing on the authors’ combined 48 years’
experience, it takes a more timeless, generic treatment, by covering the most common variants
of royalties, taxation, production sharing arrangements, bonuses and abandonment funding ,
through a dual approach: first, showing how to model them in Excel , and then providing
interactive exercises to prompt (and answer) questions that analyze impacts on cashflows. In
addition to the main text, the book consists of over 120 Excel files (ranging from modular
examples to full models) in Excel 2007 and 2003 formats; over 400 pages of supplementary
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PDF files; VBA features to enhance model functionality; and an introduction to risk modeling
with exercises for the included trial version of Oracle’s Crystal Ball software. It offers both a
wealth of content and models equal to or surpassing what is available from fiscal modeling
courses costing several times more; and greater insights into underlying calculations than
commercially available “black box” fiscal software. New US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) rules planned for 2013 will force petroleum companies to disclose more
fiscal information on an individual country basis. This will make it more important than ever for
analysts to understand how to model oil and gas terms and the potential impacts of the
disclosed government payments on future oil and gas company profitability. Due to the heavy
use of graphics and cross references used in this particular text, some readers might find that
the printed book offers a more optimal reading experience than certain e-formats particularly
with the Kindle eMobi format.

Parasitic-Aware Optimization of CMOS RF Circuits
Since its launch in 2001, Gas Trading Manual (GTM) has established itself as the leading
information source on the international gas market. Compiled from the contributions of some of
the most senior and widely respected figures in the trade, this edition provides detailed and
accurate analysis on all aspects of this complex business from the geography of gas through to
the markets, trading instruments, contracts, gas pricing, accounting and taxation. This edition
further enhances its reputation as the indispensable practical companion for all those involved
in the trading of gas.

Project Economics and Decision Analysis: Deterministic models
Oil and gas projects have special characteristics that need a different technique in project
management. The development of any country depends on the development of the energy
reserve through investing in oil and gas projects through onshore and offshore exploration,
drilling, and increasing facility capacities. Therefore, these projects need a sort of management
match with their characteristics, and project management is the main tool to achieving a
successful project. Written by a veteran project manager who has specialized in oil and gas
projects for years, this book focuses on using practical tools and methods that are widely and
successfully used in project management for oil and gas projects. Most engineers study all
subjects, but focus on project management in housing projects, administration projects, and
commercial buildings or other similar projects. However, oil and gas projects have their own
requirements and characteristics in management from the owners, engineering offices, and
contractors’ side. Not only useful to graduating engineers, new hires, and students, this volume
is also an invaluable addition to any veteran project manager’s library as a reference or a
helpful go-to guide. Also meant to be a refresher for practicing engineers, it covers all of the
project management subjects from an industrial point of view specifically for petroleum
projects, making it the perfect desktop manual. Not just for project managers and students, this
book is helpful to any engineering discipline or staff in sharing or applying the work of a
petroleum project and is a must-have for anyone working in this industry.

Fundamentals of Oil & Gas Accounting, 6th Edition
This comprehensive two-volume set provides all the necessary concepts of capital investment
evaluation, capital budgeting, and decision analysis. Mian takes the reader step-by-step
through the decision making process, providing comprehensive coverage of all decision
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analysis tools currently available while outlining how investment decisions are made under
different stages of risk. Further, he focuses on practical application, using a straightfoward
approach with solved 'real-life' examples and solutions, end-of-chapter problems, and
illustrations throughout the book. Volume 2: Probabilistic Models: Includes FREE limited edition
version of Palisade's Decision Tools CD-ROM Includes Excel spreadsheets (detailed cash
flows and calculations) of all examples in the two volumes Assess the external risk of
investigating through easy-to-undrstand statistical analysis Make use of the various statistical
spreedsheet applications Design and use decision trees to profile and reduce risk Determine
risk probabilities by using probability distribution tables.Contents: Introduction Statistics and
probability concepts Expected value and decision trees Incorporating attitudes toward risk
Determing venture participation Simulation in decision analysis Appendices Index.

Experiencing Project Management
Oilfield Survival Guide, Volume One: For All Oilfield Situations
JACKSON/THIEF AT THE END OF THE WOR

Fundamentals of Oil and Gas Accounting
As one of the most complex industries in the world, this book provides readers with an in-depth
coverage of companies that operate in all sectors of the oil & gas industry, that is Upstream,
Midstream and Downstream. This book sets out to evaluate companies through upstream,
midstream and downstream financial and operational metrics (covered in the first 4 chapters of
the book), and to provide an overview of more than 30 companies in different categories, such
as National Oil Companies, International Oil Companies, Independent E&P, Pure Play Refining
Companies, Service Companies and Royalty Trusts. Key benefits from reading this book: ·
Understand the different sectors in the oil & gas industry, their business cycles, unique
opportunities and challenges. · Understand how financial and operational metrics for
companies inside and outside the oil & gas industry are calculated and understand their
importance. · Get to know different oil & gas companies in the industry, from both an
international and U.S. perspective. · Gain awareness of what different businesses oil & gas
companies are involved in and where they operate. The book is organized into 12 chapters: ·
Chapter 1 provides an overview of oil & gas as commodities as well as the industry, current
supply and demand of energy scenarios and provides a detailed explanation of several
financial metrics. · Chapters 2, 3 & 4 introduce the Upstream, Midstream & Downstream
sectors of the industry and explain relevant sector metrics. · Chapters 5 & 6 discuss 12
National Oil Companies or NOC's, their current operations and applicable metrics. · Chapter 7
reviews 4 integrated oil & gas companies, their areas of operations and provides an analysis of
current financial and operating results using the metrics introduced in this book. · Chapter 8
reviews 6 independent exploration & production companies, their areas of operations and
provides an analysis of current financial and operating results using the metrics introduced in
this book. · Chapter 9 reviews 3 independent downstream companies, their areas of operations
and provides an analysis of current financial and operating results using the metrics introduced
in this book. · Chapter 10 reviews 4 midstream companies, their areas of operations and
provides an analysis of current financial and operating results using the metrics introduced in
this book. · Chapter 11 discusses 5 oil & gas service companies and their areas of operation. ·
Chapter 12 introduces the concept of royalty trusts and reviews 3 royalty trusts.
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Petroleum Accounting
The contributors analyse the subject of Asian pop culture arranged under three headings:
'Television Industry in East Asia', 'Transnational-Crosscultural Receptions of TV Dramas' and
'Nationalistic reactions'.

Oil & Gas Production in Nontechnical Language, 2nd Edition
Provides an overview of the entire petroleum production function; explains the origins of oil and
gas and reservoir dynamics; deciphers the mysteries of production ownership and land rights;
and identifies the types of production companies and staff positions, and how they interact.
--From publisher description.

Oil and Gas Production in Nontechnical Language
Provides an introduction to financial accounting for non-financial managers by way of a
transaction-based, business training tool. Includes real-life examples of how financial
statements are built and how they interact to present a true financial picture of the enterprise.

Project Management in the Oil and Gas Industry
David Jacoby's highly regarded book addresses the specific supply chain management
characteristics and needs of oil, gas, and power companies, and contains a wealth of industryspecific examples. Jacoby provides a toolbox for large-scale capital expenditure decision
making and for transforming capital and operation expenditures to exert a visible financial
impact in oil, gas, and power companies. The supply chain risk management decision analysis
tools offered by Jacoby will help operators increase economic value added while enhancing
safety and stewardship of the environment. This book is an invaluable reference resource for
chief operating officers; chief financial officers; engineers; vice presidents of supply chain,
operations, or production; and directors and managers of procurement, purchasing, operations,
or materials management.

Fundamentals of the Petrophysics of Oil and Gas Reservoirs
Industry expert John Kennedy details the oil and gas pipeline operation industry in this
complete text. Contents: Pipeline industry overview Types of pipelines Pipe manufacture and
coating Fundamentals of pipeline design Pumps and compressors Prime movers Construction
practices and equipment Welding techniques and equipment Operation and control Metering
and storage Maintenance and repair Inspection and rehabilitation Pipeline regulation Safety
and environmental protection Tommorrow's technology. (Amazon)

Oil and Gas Production Handbook: An Introduction to Oil and Gas Production
Oil, Gas, and Mining: A Sourcebook for Understanding the Extractive Industries provides
developing countries with a technical understanding and practical options around oil, gas, and
mining sector development issues. A central premise of the Sourcebook is that good technical
knowledge can better inform political, economic, and social choices with respect to sector
development and the related risks and opportunities. The guidance provided by the
Sourcebook assumes a broad set of overarching principles, all centered on good governance
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and directed at achieving positive and broadly based sustainable development outcomes. This
Sourcebook is rich in presenting options to challenges, on the understanding that contexts and
needs vary, and that there is much to be gained from appreciating the lessons learned from a
broad set of experiences.

Oil & Gas Company Analysis
An excellent training manual and professional reference, this new edition is packed with
examples, diagrams, and appendices. It has been completely updated to reflect the current
issues facing oil and gas producers operating in both U.S. and international locations.

East Asian Pop Culture
Applied Petroleum Geomechanics provides a bridge between theory and practice as a daily
use reference that contains direct industry applications. Going beyond the basic fundamentals
of rock properties, this guide covers critical field and lab tests, along with interpretations from
actual drilling operations and worldwide case studies, including abnormal formation pressures
from many major petroleum basins. Rounding out with borehole stability solutions and the
geomechanics surrounding hydraulic fracturing and unconventional reservoirs, this
comprehensive resource gives petroleum engineers a much-needed guide on how to tackle
today’s advanced oil and gas operations. Presents methods in formation evaluation and the
most recent advancements in the area, including tools, techniques and success stories Bridges
the gap between theory of rock mechanics and practical oil and gas applications Helps readers
understand pore pressure calculations and predictions that are critical to shale and hydraulic
activity

The Thief at the End of the World
Save Money, Time, and Lives with the Real-World Oil & Gas Experience of Others. Learning
the Hard Way in the Oilfield can Cost You Millions, sometimes Billions of Dollars in addition to
Injury and Loss of Life. Cut Through the Noise to Focus on the Most Critical Aspects of
Working in the Oil and Gas Business. Based on over 1,000 Oil and Gas Situations involving
Drilling, Cementing, Fracking, Wireline, Coil Tubing, Snubbing, Running Tools, Welding,
Production, Workover, Logging, Trucking, Geology, Land, Engineering, Resource
Development, Executive Management and much, much more. Expand Your Value Creation
Opportunities by Learning from the Real-World Experience of Others. Whether you work in the
office or in the field, work as a Company Man, Engineer, Driller, Tool Pusher, Roughneck,
Geologist, Landman, Truck Driver, Frac Hand, Treater, Cementer, Lawyer, Flowback Hand,
Welder, Geophysicist, Snubber, Pumper, Equipment Operator, Derrick Man, Mechanic,
Petrophysicist, Roustabout, Manager, Director, VP, or Executive, consider adding Oilfield
Survival Guide to your toolbox of knowledge. In other words, if you work hard for your money in
the oil business, this book is for you. The oil & gas industry is one of the most capital-intensive
businesses today. As a result, mistakes/situations can be expensive, in addition to injury and
loss of life. To prevent undesirable situations, Oilfield Survival Guide was created, based on
over 1,000 oil & gas situations. The ultimate guide for all oil and gas situations: ● Tactics ●
Procedures ● Fatalities ● Short Stories ● Train Wrecks ● Disaster Avoidance ● Court Cases ●
Life Savings Skills ● Checklists ●Troubleshooting ● Problem Job Prevention ● Oilfield Survival
Guide is the ultimate oil industry resource to help manage oilfield risk and avoid mistakes by
increasing your oil and gas knowledge and intelligence, utilizing a variety of methods,
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including: Tactics: Short and to the point guidelines to reduce risk and instill work principles to
be successful in the oil industry, from the field to the office. Short Stories: Experience from the
mistakes of others. Fatalities: Detailed analysis of oil and gas tragedies. Court Cases: Jury
trials, expert witness testimony, and legal opinions on a variety of oil and gas cases.
Procedures: Step-by-step process to create oilfield procedures and checklists, along with
multiple examples. Operations Analysis: Oil and gas operations post-mortem, highlighting key
learnings, practical knowledge, useful tips, and best practices. Over 1,000 oil and gas
situations analyzed to create Oilfield Survival Guide.

Investing in Oil and Gas
Offering a clear explanation of financial statements with a practical approach to the analysis of
an oil company, this introduction contains tables, figures, and worksheets, and examples of
analysis of virtually every aspect of an oil company are provided in detail. Financial quick-look
techniques, rules of thumb, commentary, and a glossary are included.

Oil and Gas Pipeline Fundamentals
Oil & Gas Performance Analysis
Optimal Supply Chain Management in Oil, Gas, and Power Generation
A project manager must not only master methods and processes, but also have the ability to
deal with new, unexpected and critical situations. The book deals with these challenges, the
passion for projects and the creativity which is required in order to lead projects and bring them
to a successful conclusion. Experienced project managers report on exciting tasks in various
countries, daily life as project managers and about their personal experiences and learning
effects. Readers will experience the fascinating appeal of the job of a "project manager", which
also means constantly being prepared to get into a new task. Furthermore, the book provides
ideas about how to overcome social, cultural, organisational, financial, bureaucratic or other
hurdles. Not only classic project managers - engineers and economists -, but also lawyers or
industrial engineers, who work in projects or are interested in project work, will be inspired by
this book, how personal commitment and professional, organisational and social capabilities
combine to form this unique profession.

Introduction to Oil Company Financial Analysis
Note: The edition shown on this page (2011) is an older version of this book. The most recent
version of this book is Investing in Oil and Gas 5th Edition for 2014 with ISBN ISBN-13:
978-1490383170. Investing in Oil and Gas is a book for individual oil and gas investors who
are directly participating in the drilling of new wells or the acquisition of producing properties. It
was written by a Licensed Professional Petroleum Engineer with over 20 years of experience
in oil and gas exploration and production involving over 1,000 wells in multiple U.S. states and
15 countries with both international super major oil companies and small independent oil
companies, in both vertical wells and deviated wells, and in all geologic settings. The book is
divided in to three parts. Part I covers oil and gas operations in the field including geology,
petroleum, subsurface control, seismic, drilling rigs and drilling a well, logging, coring, mud
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logging, completions, reservoir drive mechanisms, workovers, and selling your oil and natural
gas. Part II is a discussion of legal matters and financial analyses in oil and gas investments. It
covers oil and gas leases in great detail. It also delves in to deal structures and financial
analyses including the construction of your projected cash flow and your return-on-investment.
An additional chapter is dedicated to accounting and federal taxation of oil and gas companies.
Part III is an 800-point checklist for you to use when you are evaluating oil and gas drilling
investments. The checklist includes sections for reservoirs, geology, offset well information,
production histories, maps, seismic data and seismic shoots, operations planning, cost
estimates, financial analyses, oil and gas leases and other legal documents, deal structures,
accounting and taxation, securities, personnel, and general risks. PART I: OIL AND GAS
FIELD OPERATIONS Chapter 1: GEOLOGY Chapter 2: PETROLEUM Chapter 3: FINDING A
PROSPECT Chapter 4: DRILLING A WELL Chapter 5: FORMATION EVALUATION Chapter
6: COMPLETIONS Chapter 7: PRODUCTION Chapter 8: RESERVOIR DRIVE MECHANISMS
Chapter 9: WORKOVERS Chapter 10: PLUGGING AND ABANDONING PART II: LEGAL
DOCUMENTS AND FINANCIAL ANALYSES Chapter 11: OIL AND GAS LEASES Chapter 12:
OIL AND GAS DEAL STRUCTURES Chapter 13: ECONOMIC EVALUATION (FINANCIAL
ANALYSES) Chapter 14: OIL AND GAS TAXATION PART III: 800-POINT CHECKLIST FOR
OIL AND GAS INVESTMENT EVALUATIONS Chapter 15: Reservoirs and Geology Chapter
16: Maps Chapter 17: Offset Wells Chapter 18: Seismic Chapter 19: Well Plan (Operations
Plan) Chapter 20: AFE (Cost Estimate) Chapter 21: Financial Analyses Chapter 22: Oil and
Gas Leases Chapter 23: Legal Documents Chapter 24: Oil and Gas Deal Structure Chapter
25: Accounting and Taxation Chapter 26: Securities Chapter 27: Personnel GLOSSARY
APPENDIX

International Petroleum Accounting
A prominent linchpin in world politics and in security policies world over, oil and gas have
tremendous value in both, the political and economical sectors of global relations, business
establishments and policy. Regardless of whether one is a novice to a given field, or a well
accomplished veteran in the field, there is a need for the continued engagement with the
basics that underlie the core subjects. With that in mind, the Fundamentals of Oil and Gas is a
perfect primer for the first-timer in the field, while also a copious text to help a seasoned
veteran stay abreast with the nuances of the world of Oil and Gas.

The Oil & Gas Industry
OIL 101 is a straightforward guide to oil and an essential read for anyone coming to grips with
where oil prices, the economy and society are headed. In OIL 101, Downey provides the facts
one needs to understand oil, from its history and chemistry, to refining, finished products,
storage, transportation, alternatives, and how prices are determined every day in global
wholesale oil markets and how those markets are connected to prices at the pump.

Fundamentals of Gas Reservoir Engineering
Fundamentals of Oil & Gas Accounting
Professor Charlotte Wright updates her indispensable accounting book for the oil and gas
industry in this revised and expanded sixth edition. The past several years have seen
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significant changes in the accounting and disclosure rules for the industry. While the book has
thorough updates throughout, there are new industry issues specifically addressed from the
accounting perspective. Some of the significant updates and new material include: Discussion
of the significance of shale and unconventional production as it relates to accounting principles
New definitions of reserves from the Securities and Exchange Commission, and the impact on
accounting processes All citations and references align with the updated authoritative literature
from the Financial Accounting Standards Board A new chapter discussing specific issues
previously unaddressed regarding property valuation in the industry New, and updated, end-ofchapter problems

Petroleum Production Systems
This nontechnical treatment of oil and gas production is an excellent introduction for anyone
from petroleum engineers and geologists new to their careers to financial, marketing, legal,
and other professionals and their staffs interested in the industry. E&P service company
personnel will find it particularly beneficial in understanding the roles played by their clients.
Not only does it cover production fundamentals, but it backs up to give the necessary upstream
background—geology, origins of oil and gas, and ownership and land rights—as well as
surface operations and even production company strategy development. Key Features: A
comprehensive view of the entire E&P function Geology and the origins of petroleum Reservoir
characteristics and behavior Expanded coverage of drilling and hydraulic fracturing
Conventional and not-so-conventional (oil sands plus shale oil and gas) producing operations
Production problems and solutions The different types of companies and jobs in the oil patch
and how they interact

Fundamentals of Oil and Gas Processing
Detailed and expanded to accommodate changes in the oil and gas industry, this text is
suitable for both industry and academic mediums. The new international chapter is an
overview of current international oil and gas accounting and the problems that companies face
in accounting for international operations. The new pipeline accounting chapter deals with
accounting under the FERC rules as contrasted with GAAP accounting.

The Global Oil & Gas Industry
The book includes: Basic information of oil and gas treatment, including process
calculations.Gas properties, gas calculations, and process vessel sizing and
selection.Operation and design of separators, heater treaters, desalters, stabilization and
sweetening facilities.Basic of fluid measurement, process instrumentation and control, and
pressure relief systems.The book is very useful for Engineers, chemists, and technicians in oil
and gas production and processing sections.

Gas Trading Manual
Written by some of the world's most renowned petroleum and environmental engineers,
Fundamentals of the Petrophysics of Oil and Gas Reservoirs is the first book to offer the
practicing engineer and engineering student these new cutting-edge techniques for prediction
and forecasting in petroleum engineering and environmental management. In this book, the
authors combine a rigorous, yet easy to understand, approach to petrophysics and how it is
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applied to petroleum and environmental engineering to solve multiple problems that the
engineer or geologist faces every day. Useful in the prediction of everything from crude oil
composition, pore size distribution in reservoir rocks, groundwater contamination, and other
types of forecasting, this approach provides engineers and students alike with a convenient
guide to many real-world applications. Petroleum geologists and engineers must have a
working knowledge of petrophysics in order to find oil reservoirs and devise the best plan for
getting it out of the ground, before drilling can begin. This book offers the engineer and
geologist a fundamental guide for accomplishing these goals, providing much-needed
calculations and formulas on fluid flow, rock properties, and many other topics that are
encountered every day. The approach taken in Fundamentals of the Petrophysics of Oil and
Gas Reservoirs is unique and has not been addressed until now in book format. Readers now
have the ability to review the historic development of relationships and equations to define
critical petrophysics attributes, many of which have either never been covered in the literature
on petrophysics. Useful for the veteran engineer or scientist and the student alike, this book is
a must-have for any geologist, engineer, or student working in the field of upstream petroleum
engineering. This groundbreaking new volume includes: How to achieve more efficient oil &
gas production for the petroleum engineer and petroleum geologist More accurate forecasting
for the environmental engineer Real-world examples for the engineering student Valuable new
information not available anywhere else

Fundamentals of Oil and Gas Accounting
The text and images in this book are in grayscale. A hardback color version is available.
Search for ISBN 9781680922929. Principles of Accounting is designed to meet the scope and
sequence requirements of a two-semester accounting course that covers the fundamentals of
financial and managerial accounting. This book is specifically designed to appeal to both
accounting and non-accounting majors, exposing students to the core concepts of accounting
in familiar ways to build a strong foundation that can be applied across business fields. Each
chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for today's college student. Thoughtfully
designed examples are presented throughout each chapter, allowing students to build on
emerging accounting knowledge. Concepts are further reinforced through applicable
connections to more detailed business processes. Students are immersed in the "why" as well
as the "how" aspects of accounting in order to reinforce concepts and promote comprehension
over rote memorization.

Fundamentals of Oil & Gas Industry for Beginners
Despite its size and importance, a surprising lack of basic knowledge exists about the oil and
gas industry. With their timely new book, authors Andrew Inkpen and Michael H. Moffett have
written a nontechnical book to help readers with technical backgrounds better understand the
business of oil and gas. They describe and analyze the global oil and gas industry, focusing on
its strategic, financial, and business aspects and addressing a wide range of topics organized
around the oil and gas industry value chain, starting with exploration and ending with products
sold to consumers. The Global Oil & Gas Industry is a single source for anyone interested in
how the business of the worldís largest industry actually works: business executives, students,
government officials and regulators, professionals working in the industry, and the general
public.

Nontechnical Guide to Petroleum Geology, Exploration, Drilling, and Production
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Joseph Hilyard's timely new book provides a broad perspective on the oil and gas industry,
with primary attention to the United States. It takes the reader on a tour of the operations used
to find and evaluate resources, and then to produce, store and deliver oil and gas. The book's
main focus is primarily on the equipment and processes used in exploring new resources;
evaluating promising formations; drilling wells; managing oil and gas production; converting oil
and gas into products; and transporting oil and gas. Separate chapters address the evolution
and current structure of the petroleum industry; oil and gas trading; and challenges likely to
face the oil and gas industry in coming years. Three appendices define key industry
terminology; suggest further reading on selected topics; and identify organizations that can
provide more information.
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